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voted unanimoui

88) who
won a legal
delegates on Committee 

interested,

<ed Commission to oversee 
has been set up, and cons 
organisation), 4 from the 
f rom

dockers
no,

totalling 7 years,
year,

is involved in 
* package being 

an attempt to 
Civil Hospital 

have threatened

it would not be appropriate for them to 
the C-0,

decided they

;he implementation of the February 
ts of 4 delegates from ANESCO (The 

,, - , ,^tate Councils, 5 from CO-ordinadora 
CCOO and ELA-STV (The Basque union,)

(a 
voted unanimously to 
Malaga (10,2,

yers
r examp1e,

dockers
compulsory redundancies out of a workforce of only 700 I 4 8

of 40 to 60 men from INEM (Spain’s NSC) in the 5
where they work as day-labourers and are formally

the Civil Hospital in Malaga are fighting a proposal to 
recent investments in the building and 

and equipment to another (the Unive
since it was built in 1982, The move

politics, with the whoh
a new hospital’, but it is also

conditions enjoyed by workers at the
strong presence) and the employers

; ■? a +4.-4.-. gO smoothly,
5 years while doing

3 times that of civilians, 
created in the region of

recently
to have

I thought they

HOSPITAL WORKERS at
close their hospital despite massive 1 
transfer the workers
which has stood empty since it was 
the comp1exities of electicneering 
sold as ‘the opening of
underm ine the superior ""
(where the CNT-U has a
to impo
TWO SOLDIERS have died
their military
TEMPORARY WORKERS
Nava r ra (Nor thern
THE CNT-AIT’s
Badaladona, near
as has the branch
milltant att i tubes,
Count r y wh ic h will 
standing for elections, EFunny,

UGT,
arrested in Valencia during the struggle against Contenemar 
10) were tried

se a new agreement if negotiations do not
each week on average in the last 

iry service and their suicide rate is
made up 98% of all new jobs

Spa in) dur i ng 1987,
branch at
Barcelona) has
at EMT-SAM in

The CNT-AIT
allow them

Following assemblies at each port, an indefinite national strike of 
alternative hours was called on November 4th, against the lack of co
operation from the government and employers in implementing the February 
agreement, Problems have included, for example, a blatant favouritism 
towards members of the PSOE when hiring new dockers in the port of Bilbao, «v
the demand for 211
in Teneriffe and the use 
port of Palma de Mallorca 
dismissed each evening,

However, the assemblyf
satisfactory agreement wi th
agreement
was accepted by
of Cadiz,
total, the
consider themselves part of the C-0, As
with any of those involved I will avoid passing
fault in all this, as it might turn out to
FURTHER POINTS:

The Mij
agreement
employers‘
and 1 each

The 6 
(see Sinews
sentences 
between 6 months and 1

Barcelona decided that - as it had reached a 
its SC for the implementation of the February 

join this strike, This 
but when the dockers at Huelva, a port to the east
weren’t going to join the strike if it was not 

General Assembly took this to mean that they no longer wished to
C-0, As I haven’t yet had direct contact 

comment on who might be at 
not be as serious as it seems,

chemical factory in 
transfer to the CNT-U, 
are renouned for their

appeal in the Basque • • I
C bj 1 « t

vr X Vi lUW*

I I I
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have to claim dole (which the employers

Las Palmas: Conflict Continues,

Palma de Mallorca:

contracts
that from

to their full wage.) 
new system contradicts 
an obvious attempt to 
amongst

decided

administration has brought in

f or,

to achieve.
Teneriffe work has
From now on the RS 

rather than rotating 
on

they 
then

a new ’Employment Plan’ which 
45% and double the number of 

far as I understand it, the 
was introduced to cover highly skilled workers, such as 

but the bosses are

out of joint negotiations with the C-0. As far as I know, the 
alternate hours still continues.

Solidarity, . . ? Obviously the dockers in Barcelona are carrying out 
the national decision to boycott any cargos loaded by scabs in other ports, 
but it seems strange that they have apparently allowed themselves to be 
placated by a good agreement in their port which the other ports are having 
to try and achieve as best they can without them. As I’m going over there 
soon there will be more on this in the next Sinews - out early Spring (?).

STOP PRESS: (from La Estiba no.42, Dec. *88.) 
D o c k ta r s Uri<d ei Attack.

On November 21st the RS for the Balleric islands terminated the
of the 52 dockers who were to work the first shift, and has said
now on the port will only work with ’ fijos*. This completely contradicts 
the February agreement which said that the number of fijos would not exceed 
a third of the workforce. The port is now bein 
already ’fijos’ (without the C-0*s objection?) and by scabs.

partly as a result 
daughters, though

On December 2nd 1988, the RS for Teneriffe (on the Balearic Islands, 
south east of Barcelona) imposed a new set of working practices which are a 
direct attack on the conditions which the C-0 has fought

The system of rotation by which the 703 dockers in
been unilaterally suspended until November 11th, 1989.
will suspend on full pay any men who it does not need,
the jobs which are available between the whole workforce. Accordingly, 
December the 2nd, the dockers on the 7 o’clock shift were told that 
were now unemployed and would
top up

This
and is
exists
workers
alternative hours,
the employers'
agreement. On Decmber 4th (with the exception of 8 men who decided to scab) 
the dockers began an all-out strike, and the
more scabs from outside.

The RS is insisting that the dockers sign
will reduce the workforce by between 17 and
’fijos’ (or, non-rotated ’regulars’). As
concept of 'fijos*
crane drivers, who’s work it was not possible to rotate, 
obviously out to exploit this loop hole.

the very essence of what the C-0 stands
undermine the high level of solidarity which 

Spain's dockers. As a result, an open assembly of all 
to take action. They were already on a strike of 
which was declared on the 14th of October in response to

refusal to implement the conditions of the February

On December 5th
of pressure from 
the RS for the Canary Islands (SESTIBA) has said that it will impose it 
again if there are further ’irregularities*. On the 24th of November there 
was a demonstration of 10,000 people organised by CANC (the Confederation 
of Autonomous Canary Island Nationalists) and the next day SESTIBA walked 

strike of

Jan. *89 (9) No. 12
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FCF^IMK AND FILE FFTfAOEE UNION.
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r o f

The following 6 page interview 
Stockholm, with Martin Nilsson, the 
maoaz i ne ‘SAC Kontakt,1 Martin, 
since October ‘
He was a member
sec r e t ary f or one
the many different

was held on June the 14th, 1988, in
Editor of the SAC’s internal monthly 

who is 30 years old, has held this position 
having previously worked as a print worker for 10 years,
the SAC’s national committee from 1983-86 (being general 

year in 1986) and this gave him an opportunity to visit 
branches of the SAC throughout Sweden,

different
industry,

Q:
A:
to
contracts for different 
which is what the L,0,

What do the initials ‘SAC 
“Swedish Workers' Central 
unite Sweden’s workers,

‘ stand for?
Organisation”, a name which reflect our desire 

rather than negotiating hundreds of
workers in different branches of the same

(the reformist union) is always doing,

Qi-,

the
the

forms of 
version

some SAC

etc ,

1 War strong syndicalist umo 
co were all smas

Sweden rema1ned
anti-mi lite 

for example,

ns in Germany, Spain, 
fascists, leaving only 
during the War, and in 
though this is not 

*s went to fight in

trade union, 
a syndicalist 
in 1910, They 

would join them following the very ciea
union’s leadership in the year 
that the SAC became a mass organisation, 

and the

the L, 0, , 
union in 

had hoped 
r betrayal

before, In fact it 
mainly 

lass conflict and the SAC was the 
could decide for themselves when to 
sation willing to engage in class

to reformism, but
and bv

jr

look ing
members,
the
been changing 
going on, , ,
contains a 1c 
stands and ar

1 SAC’s history,
Sweeden’s Soc ial Democratio 
achievements of the CGT, 

left the L0 to form the SAC

than L0‘s
‘68/‘69 happened no-one 

entually the SAC was influenced by thi'~ 
during the 
which was 

and
since

and this
on, 
about where

o - -
Argentina

was a period of inten 
organisation where work
In other words, an or

After the war S
idea of class sJ
concepts like ‘ ths
cal led anarchists,
who saw themselves
although they
anarchism. During this pe
of the L0 - an
membership fee was smaller

When the upheavals of
ev

a relative drop in living standards
for a genuinely democratic union •
had an awareness of Ecological matters 

bosses for better conditions, As a result,
back into what it had once been

p robab 1 y will a 1 ways be go i ng 
it of people who don’t know much 
» very unaware,

Q; So, tell me something about the
A; Certain members of
were impressed by the

s •

France, and eventually
that many more L0 members 
of a big strike by that
was not unti
because this
only form of
str ike,
struggle,

During the
I tsi 1 V » i » i M v— i i U J. t £ i i
the Swedish union ir
fact the SAC has a c
same as being pacifi
Span i sh C i v i1 Wa r,

weden was prosperous because
truggle was largely dropped 
5 people’, This ’modernisation 

This development was opposed by the
as opposing the growth of * ♦ <■« ••• 

themselves were over-reacting by
riod SAC basically turned 

insurance office which 
in certain towns,

saw SAC as an alternative 
s cultural change 

’70‘s, Peop1e wer e 
controlled by its 

was willing to fight 
the 70‘s, the SAC has 

development is still 
Even so, the SAC still 

the organisation

of it’s neutrality, and the 
by the SAC in favour of 
’ of ideas was led by so- 

Syndicalist League
a sort of political party, 

opposing all
into a smaller 

some people only joined because the

SAC, No J
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where 
s only- 
even 

One

uc h f
though

A-* • t

have to
how well you've been woH
175 and ' 79 when the dec 
revolutionary format that 
constant turn over of del 
that’s one thing that is c

industry, in 
mbers used to 
tion, are now 
of a building 
ecause of the 

traditional
oeen possible <
all building 

and would get

for
Public 
There

in find whole 
? of tradition, 
lied Storuman, 
ally, who was 
had to take 15 
because he was 
policemen, and
any worker is

nd 2 or 3,000
slightly, the 

gone up a bit. 
1 million are

the SAC is one in which it does not have a
Employees, such as hospital workers, social 

is also a functioning federation of Transport

r
fortune on
One reason 

this is that young people find it easier to join the SAC because we are
Mainly though,

Many of the SAC's 
when they were in their early 
expanding as more young people

activists, so although the total 
number of active members and those
Sweden has a total population of► • 
immigrants, half of those Finnish,

labour in the
? registered as ••••
no work for them,

join the organ!
Tradi t i ona11y the

Mining and Forestry,
do, 1 ike log floating,
almost non-existent, On the
boom in Stockholm, and in some
number of people moving here
industries have been closed down, This is one reason why it’s b 
to get rid
workers are
paid even if
shortage of building work,

The major growth area
strong tradition, in
workers, clerks, etc,
workers,

Forestry has always
‘mid North’ lie,
vi1lages
but some
where the 4
supposed to be
minutes leave of duty and

■

one of the guest speakers’
thev are still very controvei

J •

eligable to join the SAC

if they only have a summer job, 
organisation than the L0,

years ago 
constantly

building trade - now
like dockers,

at the moment there is no

July *88

Q; I've been told that there were
congresses,

Yes but the congresses are not where you change the organisation, you 
do that on a day-to-day basis, The congress is just where you see 

One milestone was in
med to the original
Iso there has been a 
nion f rom day-to-day,

been an important industry for
North' lie, North-West of Stockholm,]

which belong to the SAC, Sometimes it
of them are very radical, There ii

local policemen are in the S£
policing a recent demo against Nuclear Power, 

cover his uniform with an overcoat 
Obviously these are exceptional 
rsial withing the SAC, Even so, 

even police or the military,

various important changes at recent

Q; What sort of people make up the SAC? 
A; We have a lot of young people, whereas the L0 is spending a 
adverts to try and attract young people into its organisation, 
for
willing to accept them even
the SAC is a more dynamic
present activists joined about IE
20‘s, but this ‘new wave' is also

sation each year,
SAC was very
Some of the

s tone qua r r y i ng
other hand,

other b
from northern towns where the



any

t

»X4

in the north there is more

workers,

J 
a

trying to 
ones in the

get it 
south,

question
the 1 oc a 1 
American

I

we use postal 
local elections

workers who
the only
pay.

wanted to 
organisation

Q:
A: 
in

s just a 
done at

style of an 
look stupid,

5 paying by direct debit 
the effort to send their 

can get their book stamped

ntly
are isolated individuals 
of the SAC‘s membership 
although a lot of people 
negotiation of specific

y SAC
str ike?

but since then they’ve been 
, .perhaps some of the young

they are now trying to get an agreement with 
is a bit different to what people are used to, 

their
the 

this 
wh i c h

You also have the option of a ballot before strikes?
that would be a workplace ballot, and

nat iona1 pos i t i ons, a1 though
Obviously the activists who turn up to meetings tend to be

but we believe that all the members have a right to decide, 
getting to meetings because of family

: ent ra1 c ommi ttee, 
and this meets tw

resistance
SAC influence up there, partly because it is 

the young workers react strongly against the older 
so hard,

Q; Does this involve 
someone can do
A: That’s never
inches
anyone
campaign they

a big illegal strike of Forestry 
productivity deals, The SAC was 

y SAC members got strike

significant strikes race
a problem because a lot of SAC

Perhaps as many
for ideological 

union, for legal

A; The main principle is that every local branch, 
regards their own affairs and works with the o 
national decisions you have congresses and reft 
for the election of new positions, We also have 
up by delegates directly elected an a local bas: 
year normally, There is also the executive c 
congress, which meets, more or less, every week,

Q:
A: Yes,
the election of
local meetings,
more left wing,
especially as some have difficulties 
responsibi1ities, etc,

Another point is that we don’t have any membe • •
from their wages, They have at least got to make 
dues in by post and turn up now and then so they• • • 
ud to date

electioneering? Is there any limit 
to promote themselves?

been a problem, usually it’
in SAC Kontakt with the count being
went out electioneering in the

would just make themselves

Any struggles amongst those who work as functionaries - social 
i «««• IH»

pita! staff, that sort of thing?
Not much to date, though
city in Stockholm which

as much as it allows the workforce to go on stri
eement with management has not formally expire
anisation would get an enormous fine for an ’illegal1
son we are possibly moving away from having fixed
vent you from striking,

Has the SAC organised any 
That’s
different workplaces, 

are members of the union 
do use it mainly as a 
grievances, etc,

In ‘75 there was
get rid of their
supporting the strike and onl 
Q; What happened with that 
A; It was fairly successful, 
back, Not the workers,,, er, 
but,,,
Q; The bosses?
A; Yeah, the enemy, Although 
because there is more c 
community so
being worked

SAC, No, 1



d»y is what decides issues, ratherQ: So that the workers strength day-to-oa 
than a formal agreement?
A:
Q:
A:
the wages
wa i t i ng

Yes,
What sort of struggles are going on around health,
There is a big push from the government for the privatisation of health, 

for hospital workers are low and we have some problems with
1ists,

VA

printing press
of the union

in
«

IS
is 
and

(10%) of 
of people 
who read 

megaphone for

but we use that 
paper for members

fact almost all 
traditionally a 
considered to be 

we have some of

s down to 12th, A few years ago the unemployment went up to around 
caused a bit of a panic but since then it has been going down, 

is a lot of hidden unemployment and funny schemes
In fact, the workers in Sweeden have given 
years,

about 5,000 
’□ } MU u X U can also be 

500 kiosks take it and sell 
the SAC‘s 
read it at 
the paper 

the SAC, A 
began their careers in the

local offices,
ause they can trust it a 

of Sweden’s most famous 
Arbetaren,
rar i c: rrnhro-.--.’'".-.

(The worker) which sells 
to subscribers, but it 
f - about
ly about 1,500
of course a lot
to sympathisers
it isn’t a 
writers

about the general standard
of f i c i a1 unemp1oymen t statistic 
women find it a lot easier to 
countries - so compared to the

I n • c
that industry
employer in
most modern printing presses,

Arbetaren
to produce 
which I edit and which gets sent out to everyone automatically by post,

Q: What
A; The
Swed ish
European
Even so Sweeden was 2nd in the international wages list until recently and 
now i t1
4% which
although of course there i
to take people of the figures, 
back quite a lot in the last 10

of living for workers in Sweeden?
is only about 2%, even though 
get a job than those in other 
rest of Europe we are well off,

Arbetaren*
these go 
the counti 

week, 0
subscribe to Arbetaren, though

etc, The rest go 
trust it and because 

left wing

is actually produced elsewhere, 
‘SAC Kontakt*, That’s our monthly

elect the chief 
nee the union has 
emergency, All 5 

whereas a couple 
Ting on

members of the 
closed shop in 
about the best 
the country‘s

SAC — we
about all the influe

can intervene in an
board are now members of the SAC,

member, However the people worki 
are
it

- SAC
print industry

independent of the 
but that'<=

committee
of the editorial 

s ago there was

Q: What about the SAC‘s pub1i c at ion 
A: We have a weekly paper 1 
copies each issue, 90% of
bought in k i osks throughout 
on average one copy each
members
the
bee
lot
pages of

The paper is more-or-less 
editor at the congresses,

although the central
members
of vears ago there was only one SAC 
the presses which produce the paper 

printing union, mainly because 
y, Not surprisingly the 
the Swedish

Q: How does all this get organised?
A: The SAC has an enterprise called ‘federatives1 which is made up of 4
parts, 
of the

the print shop, Arbetaren, 
seven storey office block

a small publishing house,
in which we are sitting

and some parts 
at the moment

which we rent out commercially as offices, 
up during the uninterupted history of 
subscriptions, and the profits which we

These assets have all been built 
the o r gan i sa t i on f r om member s 
make from them go to fund the

publication of Arbetaren,

July '8S SAC, No,1



1OCa 1S more

to

where
the

5
office
employed in

have
for a 
full

r. m O:

have a 
off ice 

a smal 1 
people

years,

wel 1

the
thing is 
to do in their 

s strike fund,

‘Ombudsmen

government‘s
organisation and the 
the LS

unemployment
third

muc h

We
well < 
also h 
about

out in practice?
central organisation which can tell 
or prevent people getting money out 

on strike then the

to
a 

simply because the older members 
you can also come across traditional
a lot and are always talking and

think you get
can’t afford to put 
up with the LO and

SAC is really all 
the LO and still 
referendum of LO 

'no‘ to the 
lot of these 
an effort

the new, younger members have had
SAC, by saying that it is for

’ , or professional negotiators,
They are also supposed to educate people to 

as well as

autonomy of the LS work
that there is no

own matters,
Once the LS has decided to go 

y.

fed
the
for 
in a

1 voted 
wen t ahead w i th it, A 
SAC if it made more of

Generally there are now less peop
etc, though the last congress decide
again, which is something we haven’t
general secretary and a cashier who
taff who work part time, In Gavle,

w i th two emp 1 oyees, As
*federatives*,

Around the country we have S
where until recently we had 13,
carry out their own negotiations
guidance,

And do they do that?
Some are very good at that,,, I won’t say any more, (laughs), Almost all 

organisations (LS) are run by unpaid volunteer labour although 
outside accountants or whatever and maybe have a full time 

so that people can get in touch with the union at ail times 
to sort out their unemployment benefits,

i as editors, distributors, 
an Internat i ona1 Sec re tary 
few years,
time, as
eden, we 
here are

militarism? 
that’s a long tradition, a 

the military as well as the 
on whether people should refuse 

is a fund for people who
* 1,000 Swedes are presently 

do low paid work for the 
railway stations, The

of the organisation, so we’re 
though we don’t have a strict 

military service or not,
military *

in jail for
state

_____ y uc* x is, 11 ie nom i na 1
narcotics gets half that, then

part 
state, 
their 
refuse

are
. wwv what 

whole lifetime 
s, For example 
he members al

to decide how

helping them with advice and

Q; What about anti
A: Yes,
against
1 ine
SAC there
About 800
the military or
like cleaning 
everyone except 
for 2

Q:
A; borne are 
the local 
some employ

receptionists 
for example,

Within
or 1social’ service, 

refusing to be part of 
■ that can just be something 

term is 4 months though 
they are released on parole

does
ma i n
what
SAC ’ <
will automatically get strike pay, 

‘__rship fee one part goes towards the 
scheme, one part goes to the central
to the local organisation, It's up to 
fee should be,

=» advantage of this system is that some 
if you have a low fee, but that just means they 
propaganda, As
for

You
get any inf1uence

workers
but the leadership
be more interested
them,
been some villages

a result, even if people 
an alternative they never find out
see, someone c an

over
during the

Q; How
A; The
the LS
of the
members

Of the membei
insurance
part goes
this local

One d••J t sCU

members
out any
looking
about,
never
forestry
proposition,
people would
reach out to

There have
set up alternative sections of 
different part of the town or whatever, 
are so conservative, On the other hand 
SAC villages where the people read 
discussing matters,
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A: Something simi 1 ar,
muc h r ea11y, f o r examp1e 
government wants to keep 
service* easier, but then

you get less
the number 
it increased

i1legal 
t i me i f 

in jail 
the jail

demonstration, It's a bit 
you beat your wife, The 

down so 11 made 1 soc i a 1 
sentence from 1 month to

four, At that point the numbers went down overnight 
it has been creeping back to around a thousand,

but now

What option
I spent the
So what's a

did you take? 
time in jail, 
Swedish jail like?

A; They’re not as liberal as they used to be.,, but fairly OK, 
people I was with were there on driving offences, other 
prisoners, people who'd thumped policemen,,, they were the most

Most of the 
‘political1 

fun,

in terms of 
invo1ved in a 

this fit in with Swedish society in

Q; What is
the unemployment insurance system - 
government financed system? How does
general? •Ml
A; In this
unfortunately
parliament ha=s
benef its. rather

respect the government looks on us as 1 go< 
that fits in very well with Swedish society 

now just decided that the state is going 1 
than the unions making a small contribution,

the relationship between the SAC and the government 
given that the SAC is

what

that
The

it is true 
in actions,
are indeed

people have an image of the SAC as a reformist 
these people?

as they think,,, but
as we are, than

another, but there
for the social revolution and for

it's easier
SAC is very 

a lot of people 
the SAC, I

Q; Finally, some
would you say to
A; Well, it's not as bad 
to be revolutionary in words,
different from one place to 
who are working hard, both 
believe in us,

A Personal postscript:

As Martin says, the SAC - like any mass 
all of a kind, however, all the people I 
Sweden struck me as genuine radicals, and I 
number of women who are involved in the 

organisation - is obviously not 
met during my ten day stay in 
was also impressed by the large 

organisation, Apparently, about
half of the SAC's activists are women, and they seem to hold an even larger 
proportion of the organisation's executive positions,

The position of women in the SAC and Sweden in general, will hopefully be 
a large part of my next report following a return visit in August,

July '88 (6) SAC, No, 1



1910 - 700 Y ear Members Full Pension Cons t Forest Func
1916 - 9,300 time X X X X X
1920 - 32,300
1938 - 30,550 1965 21,680 S7 12 49 28 2
1944 - 21,900 1970 23,840 82 13 56 22 2
1958 - 16,700 1975 18,980 71 27 44 22 4
1974 - 20,000 1980 17,760 67 31 30 20 14
1982 - 17,090 1985 15,530 62 34 25 18 19
1986 - 15,330* 1986 15,330 62 35 J* 17 19

#(The number of activists has apparently increased in 10 years,)

Stockholm - 1,100
Goteborg - 770
Alvdalen - 740
Uppsala - 510
Farila ~ 390
Ki r una - 320
Malmo - 160
Helsinborg ~ 40

- Capital, Administration and Building
- Sweeden*s equivalent to Glasgow,
- Forestry,
- Colleqes,
- Forrestry,
- Minning,
- Southernmost c i ty,
- Crossing to Denmark,

There are several cities less important than Malmo where SAC has more than
200 members,
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f eelthe SAC?inwomen

still

the childcare provisions

C1 )

still do
o
IF

so that encourages
example, in the central executive there are 4 men and 

compared to other organisations,
democratic, reformist

1Svensk a

SAC No.2,

,,4

_ ___ c?
If men earn about 85,000 SKr 
on average,

EF: Yes, I
of 40 hours
The younger
process,
MP: But
wanted to use them more equally, woui 
EF; Yes, it's just a question of co 
main1y women who file for divorce in 
extra work - working for their bosses 
MP; Has the SAC
EF: We used to
wasn’t involved
know why
easier
was a good idea,

I think they feel positive
Do Sweedish women
Oh yes, usually the low 

the women get
Is that for doing the same 
No t rea11y, i t1 s nor ma11y 

if they are in
hospital - the
or research work,

very good in Sweeden, but do women
in terms of their careers?

a week, say 30 instead 
the housework and all that as well,

shar ing housework, but it's a slow

why it's
want the

husbands as well,
sues ?

got one now, I 
I don‘t 

made i t
I think it

work that women do is generally 
same profession as men - for example., 

: are more likely to get promoted into 
while the women stay in contact with

ways they are► •
though I don't think

re very liberated, and inX *

but at the meetines
men behave and

t adopt men's roles.
Do the members of the executive work full time for the SAC?
No they have their own jobs, they don't get paid by the SAC, It's a lot 

work for them because they have to meet at least once a fortnight and 
n they go round the country a lot solving problems and meeting people,

How do the women on the executive feel about their work?
about it,
certain kinds of wort 
paid work, 

about 60,000 
work?
because the
the

men

organised any campaigns
have a women‘s commi 11ee, 
in that, so I don't know 

they stopped, perhaps they got
for the men to say that we didn't

MP; I've heard that child care is
find being a mother is a drawback

o, Women tend to work less hours
, so that they can do
e oettino better at

ELISABET FRYKERGARD, 34, (Secretary at
S toe kho1m,) Inter v i ewed on 19,8,88.
MP: How do you feel about the situation of
that you are well represented?
EF: Well, in one way we are, because earlier - in 
many women in the organisation, but now there are 
way we organise, with power staying in the hands 
is more the way that women like to work,
For
good
majority, soc ial
organise the ‘Svenska Kommunal Arbetar Forbundet 
which are almost all women,
MP:
EF: Yes
it
1 ive
u ct x n.

the ‘50s, there weren't 
more of us, I think the 
of the ordinary members, 

women to join.
3 women, which is 

especia11y the L0, LSweden‘s 
trade union,] Even when they 

’ (Community care workers), 
still about 90% men.

. except in th 
because the s< 

men talk, so they ta 
the men would ag 

- it's mu 
The struc

communicate, so women can only be

e good, aren't they, so if 
i that be possible?
iservative attitudes, That's 
Sweeden - because they don't 
and for their

around women’s is
but we haven't

much about what they did, 
a bit isolated, and that 
need them, Personally,

the LO's executives are 
Is that typical throughout Sweedish society,

=i, the higher you go the less women you see,, 
is easier for us, However we do have problems 

in effects us, Women tend to let the
, That is a problem,,,

think they'
to communicate -
in with the way
they
MP:
FF.
of
the
MP:
EF;
MP;
EF:
(£8,000) a year,
MP;
EF:
low paid,
work ing
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I have 
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What's the
There are 

many women

are nearly all men.
round Stocknolm on building sites, wearing hard

that level 
that when it

etc
Also 

sumab1v

have the
though they earn 
rite off against

SAC doing around women’s issues? 
contact with the women doing low paid, monotonous work 

local organisations are better, such as 
I noticed at the conference 

and talked well, It 
group of

incredible,
boat in the
and you don't see anything else,
in the south of the city which are immigrant areas,

rich get off
lower because
houses.

Sweeden? 
education, At 
stay like

What would
We need to

- to organise
Goteborg where
last year that
was
women who meet
MP;
EF:
as
technical or scientific 
clear cut, because the

passed laws encouraging women to 
»«»» Maw

industries, but at the actual workplace 
lot of women th i nk it's

engineering if you're going to find it really
when you do

that, so instead most
point is that
of working class

because of pressure
It's a trend in the eighties,

only those with 
clas*

because

very lightly in
• • ••< 4

they need less 
against taxes, 
women pay more
because they have 

are also less than 
(£3,000) a year,

don't think
t need to be qualified or 
, a

education system 
a lot of
as men,

seen a few women
that,,,

government has 
or technical

very difficult, A
in, say,

or
stand up to

careers, Another 
olve the problems 
back a bit now 
soc ia 1 spend ing, a trend

means that
middle

to childcare, state or private,
know where to get the
strings, Working cla
who are paid by the state to look after 5

they're as good «
have any special arr 

lot of people say there are no working

MP;
hats
EF:
construction
sti 11
education
to get a job,,,
to very tough to
women's
really
cutting
against
some privatisation which 
what they need, But anyway

you like to see the
mak e
them better, Some
there are a lot of active women,
the women from that city talked a lot, 

very impressive, We're hoping to meet them soon,
informally in Stockholm,

like in
women in higher
but it doesn't
jobs, Anyway? those average figures are not totally 
nurse training collages are still almost all women

and the technical collages
I ‘ ve
and
The

a boss, Technica1ly Ingemar, the 
we work more like a team,

must lead a very secluded life, In fact I'd say that it's 
society, I recently moved to the north of Stockholm, and

Big houses with enormous gardens, Mercedes in the drive 
water at the bottom of the garden, Of course you can live

On the other hand you have high rise
I'd also say that

terms of taxes, Their local taxes are a 
services, Also they can count any loans 
, and of course they have the best
taxes than men, even

less bank loans to wr   
*444

men's because you get a basic pension 
plus your rent, but then additions to 

employment history,
employee of the SAC aren't you,

9 9 9

been working here now for two years,
of boss is the SAC?
)h I don't feel like
ary, is my boss,

as a

Generally,
Mothers' c
MP; Of co
Sweeden,,,
EF; (laughs) They
a very segregated 
it's
and a 
there
flats 
the
lot 
for
accountants,
I QCC
X Xj1 c . t yj I Cm

tax, Our pension
of about 30,000 Skr 
that depend on your
MP; You're an
EF; Yes, I've
MP; What kind
EF; (laughs)

go into 
it is 

not worth getting an 
difficult

get a job you don't get promotion, You have 
so instead most women go for traditional 

is that the childcare facilities don't 
women, For one thing they are 

from the right-wing oarties 
• • •• 1

there ‘ s even been 
money can really get 

ss parents can always get the access 
they undersatand the system, they 

information and they make phone calls, pull the right 
is-a families tend to rely more on 'Day Mothers', women 

" c or 6 children in their own homes, 
kindergardens because the 'Day 

special arrangements, 
are no working class people

uO



ANN IGHE, 19, 
AGNETE CRETAN,

(student), ex of SAC executive in Goteborg, 
worker), presently on executive in G,

district of G, on 30,8,88,Interviewed in a squat in Haga

carries out thosejust

for

course 
easier, 
started

programme as 
of the women 
to give them

Section] generally?
of men and women, but I 

seen most

[Local
in ter nr

now and I haven11

are all equal now, so the

of course, That’s just

have
aren’

all female executive, and 
(Laughter) What do you 

and one woman said she wasr 
i t does 

mak ingyou
making things work
MP;
ai :
it*
MP;
AB:
another 
def ine

ecutive, I
it’s just

I

we
take it for granted

just
split into ------ ,

feel that you’d like to have
man on the executive didn’t 
better to have men and 
it to be an all women

ths activists it’s about equal
‘t know, We’ve got about 800 members

peopleI

more democ ratio to
Do you ever
year you had a• w
(laughs) Wei 1,

a little thing, 
power,

Some years

a party
October
wanted

for a couple of days,
were in the SAC got

talking about that, 
no men on 
all your

s it’s no 
again, So

MP;
AI;
AB;
dis
AI:
a women's
MP; Yeah,
general,,, childcare, 
AI: Sometimes,
such, so,,, There was 
working at the state 

l>M
more children to look
As the L0 was opposed 
any strike pay,

woman 
the executive because 
time doing paperwork,

the meetings,
that you do all
that? How are
the executive doesn't put forward 
:ecutive did put forward the proposal

ves as anarcho-syndi c a1i st, whi c h was 
we don’t want the executive to 

is one reason why the men

that way, 
you
had

MP; Goteborg is famous for having an 
centre of matriarchal power within the SAC,
AI: We were
surprised that there are

any power, You spend

tok en 
it is 
wantdon’t particularly

happened
Have
Tlhey
A lot of people in our

cussion is not so,,, people
In some ways,

angle
but do you confront the problems of women in Swedish society in 

job descrimination, that sort of thing?
on certain issues, but we don't have

unofficial strike here last 
Counci1
strike

es who

find that having more women changes MV
: that

where are the descisions made?
In the monthly open meetings, The executive

done any activities specifically
a women’s committee in the 70‘s,,

o rqani sat ion th ink
o

because there are a lot of women activists, we always get 
on any subject that’s being discussed,

The Town
went on 

only the on

for?
ourselves

the organising without getting any
you different to other executives?

doesn't out forward proposals, Some years ago, 
that we should officially

accepted, but that’s not 
power, but perhaps 
t so interested in

a
k indergarden, 
after, so they 
to that strike

Who do you make coffee
For the meetings, and

s more
How ’ s

We 11
e:;

oursei
usua1, Obv i ous1y,
the f ac t that hasn ‘ t
getting on to it,
MP; So
IB;
desc i s ions,
MP; Are there a lot of women in Goteborg LS wee
AI; Among
really don
of them,
MP; Do you
AB: I thir
of women s
the ones <
but I think we are more aware of that 
splitting the meeting up
Al:
discussion beeause
it’s
MP:
Last
AB;

if you’re a new woman member and 
at the meetings then it gives yc 
familiar with the meetings do st 

in Goteborg,
into little groups as well 

It’s just that if there are 40 of you in a
say the same th 

small groups
some men on the 

you?
women on the ex 
executive, but
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it

you
“We

If
in

the
we111

because it
I started 
was good

••

lot of 
working

does function as a 
individual
s mostly a 
trade union, but

young ac t i v i s ts who don11 
for a while to get money, so 
I‘m the same,,,

od impression of the SAC?
because the LO had a big meeting to tell them ’‘Look, 

and we were stood outside giving them leaflets saying 
they can strike any time they want

and she

SAC
IS 
So

have

There are a 
the lists each 
nearly all of 

be quite

you look
Goteborg,

few years time we 
about union

almost
who ‘ s 

the LO 
mak es

are 
workers. 

years,

level - 
political 

it

about the only really good one, although the 
do exist,

SAC because of the education sector,
as teachers and lecturers, You see

and

II

said a lot of the main

the SAC?
that month, but I don’t know 
on the properganda level, because 

There’s a virtual media black out 
<hibition at the Central Library 
women running that,,,

I

Did they win?
It was more of a symbolic thing against the LO and the Town Council, 
Did people get a good impression
I think so,
t do this”

these days, 
new members
in a <

learned

like the LO do,
question of getting more and more members though, We 

otherwise it just means more paperwork for the

members
work is 
exist,

it
an
it’

as a
biggest Volvo factory in 

the wo r k f o rc e who
no blue collar

been there for 11
because there’s no power 
it very difficult to be a

a pity, because the4 •

we do a lot of negotiation 
s and things like that - but in

It’s supposed to be that,
far in that direction, We
but there are very few

SAC, There are a few engineers,
There is a very active anarcho-syndicalist 
but he works through the opposition inside 
if you’re one lone syndicalist, Also the LO 
SAC member if you’re in that factory,

is that there are a
They’re just

and make a fight of it,
after one week,

SAC is a trade union, 
a lot of negotiations on 
like that - but in some parts 

as wel1
c’ve got the 

members of 
but

lot of young people joing the 
month there are about 10 or 
them were born in the ‘60s 
s t r ong, hope fully

works in the kindergardens
SAC members,
them leave the LO and join 

quite a few new
Really a lot of our
don’t know that we
SAC, For example, we had an e

__  It was mainly
A lot of hard work, , , ? 
(laughs) I suppose so,
We’re also hoping to go out to schools, 
It’s not just a

have to get more activists 
mm

same activists,
MP; You also need to break into the are of trade union activities as well, 
don’t you?
Al; Yes
many of 
MP: Are
Al; No, 
organising that
so, , ,
AB; The education sector is 
construction and transport ones
Al; Yeah, I got into the
organises students as well 
going down the syndicalist book shop when 1 was about 14, 
that I could join the union at that aqe,
AB; 
at 
and 
should 
organising, 
Al; One problem
identify with their work
thev don’t want to stay * •
AB; You can’t strike 
Al; It’s 
trade union,
n/4 on**

organisation,
could go too
Sweeden here,
the SAC, There

is a very 
works

, though there are a lot of government employees joining now, and 
them are women,
they o r gan i sed e f fect ive1y in Go tel
they’re not, I*

sector

>orq?••••

the people who were the driving force behind
women, and they‘ve all had c h i1dren r ec en 11y

MP;
Al;
MP;
Al;
can’
pay our members,
AB; My sister
activists were
MP; Did any of
Al; We qot•we

specif ically,
people simply
on news about
last month and that was good,
MP;
Al;
AB;
Al;
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Protection

drives a train,, ?

parents

Put it like that,

As

even when

• o

sav it's

all
His

all that,

and they

re
is

and

sat
the

? Q
supported him,
MP;
had
AB;
L
Al:
I

home, don11 they?

up to 12 weeks,
- just go
about fami 1 ies and

it out,

ago which

It’s like
same in England.,, except that you've got

there been any counter 
little, There
and they

c on tr ac ep t ion, but
Al; Another issue,
there in June, was
advantages that we
woman a week who gets k 
a population of only
MP:

along and sign a piece of 
is not

14
any
go

You've probably got the 
Scargill, (laughs)

Yeah well, he’s not perfect, 
No, I didn't think so really

free here,
less got abortion on demand in Sweeden, 
we have ~

you just do it
moral question,

The union can be fined if the 
str ike,

the strike pay 
effective that 
because the LO

a big club up

did some 
forms of 
that,

he was a
Bofors in 

There
mentioned

sacked

i
Do you get involved in general women's issues such as abortion? 
Well, abortion is
So you've more or
Not more or less,

for divorce,
That kind of
an issue here,

What about contraception?
That's totally free, you can buy condom

expensive, And you get the pill just
and I think that's wrong, Not
debate about the side effects,
to the doctor they just write

so i f you1 
you know who 

uffer, As a result the salaries are very low,

was a
is some

only certain kinds
one we discussed with the 
the problem
have here in

d. by
8 million,

Sweedish men drink a lot at

train driver who was supposed to drive a train
Karlskoga, Ct) but he refused and instead
was a biq fuss about it and it was in

that he was a member of the SAC,
in the end,

Surely though a kindergarden strike
to stay at home, It wouldn't hurt the
Well no, but it's also usually

0 is the majority union and it doesn
techni

Al: Most of our workers are employed by the government,
working with people it's not easy to go on strike because
going to be the first to s

course it’s women's work,
What can you do in that kind of situation?
When I was working in a hospital we called in the Workers

the conditions were so bad, but nothing really happened,
know if you heard about Lars Falkenberg, a SAC member who,,,

call someone who
driver,

AB: (1auqhs) OK, so
full of wepons for
in front of the train, 
media, but they never
supported him, but he got

though a kindergarden would just mean that the
chiIdren,

i1 legal,
't want there to be a

round it on a technicality - by calling
things like that - but just about anything

you want to do is illegal, You don't have any strike freedom
tells you when to go on strike,
AB: The LO leaders just live off the employers,
there,
Arthur
MP; 
Al;
MP:
Al:
MP;
Al:
AB: 
paper,
really
MP:
Al;
they're 
when I was
there isn't
AB; If
good,, ,
Al; And
them,
MP; Has
AB; Very 
artic les,

of
MP: 
Al;
Board because
AB: I don * t 
what do you
MP; A train

(laughs) ur.,

few years
about a11er nat ive

get to hear about
in Spain when we were 

«z‘d heard about all the

you
you'll never get pregnant, 
some women don't ever get pregnant,

a• •

r information,
magazine a 
information 

of people
women

of wife beating, They'd heard c   
Sweeden as women, but in fact there is one 
the man she's living with,,, and that's in

(t) The scandie about Bafors supplying arms to India was on ITV, Sept
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beating his

people have 1 os t

the country now,

I<

in
you

in a
Vitoria,

women in 
at as if 
problems

didn’t
to go to the

the bosses, 
thing she said

separate women’s 
seper

over
they don’t get enough

of attitude that I’ve heard women 
s not difficult to stand up as a 

because for us it's so

women members of the CNT,
in terms of

The last time I was 
as women in the CNT,

w i th 
and 

They 
into

workers and nurses 
We brought up the 

be aware that it

that’s about to close

and Stockholm,
zaragoza and 

ly there were not many

here in Qoteborg, but
institutionalised refuge in the city,
as well, mainly for women immigrants, so that 

into Sweedish society a bit more, 
the teachers are in the SAC so 

all the cleaning work, and the
It’s a space where they can do t I

women‘s horizons,
a lot of involvement from SAC 

now we’re trying to 
any th i ng,

k i nd 
, It’

the CNT they 
asked a woman 

in Barcelona 
within CNT]

in the Civil War, 
so they don’t get 

bank

society here
very isolated,

for battered womei 
network of emergency telephc 
small towns, and that’s goo

MP; Do you feel that you
Goteborg because there are a
Al: Personally, I think that
organisation, with women and
AB: Yeah, we don’t really meet that
from other parts of the country do
woman and say something at a meeting, not at all, 
natural,

End of tape,

women‘s c omm i t tee in 
activists here?

,‘ork as a woman in the

je wherever 
a problem, 
In Zaragoza 
Yeah,

women’s 
there th 
rather t! 
AB: Of c 
ideal is

organi sa t i on, the 
ate organisation

we talked to men about the problems of being 
or laws, things like that, but when 

was ’Children,’ We had a meeting 
Libres [the women’s organisation

good exhi b i t i on about women
Spain don't have paid work,
of the new CNT members are 
jobs where a lot of women work,
and in Vitoria they did seem to

that happen with
that the SAC is
daring who we are when we do

r recent visit to Spain?
went down, mainly from Goteborg

(?), We wen t to Ba reel ona,
different, Obvi ous

man who brought his girlfriend along got stared
They talked about the

but they 
had

probably more
Spain what Goteborg is to Sweeden 

anti-militarism and all that,
y said to me that they tend to just work
n through a seperate women’s organisation,
jrse you don’t have to have a
;hat you wouldn’t need one, but sometimes a
o build up confidence at the start,

don’t need a seperate
lot of experienced women
what I have to do is to
men,

SAC, No,2,

a
11
a

men will allow them to integrate
quite interesting because almost all
run it co-operatively, They rotate

is rotated as well,
in terms of expanding the

1 ike
knows

that more obvious, dec
What did you think of youi
About 40 (?) of us went down,

for about 10 days (?), We
so each place was

one
bring women to meetings, 
getting to meetings if they had children,

Al: Yes, it’s so expensive to go out, so they stay at ho 
We recently reported one of the yuppies over the road for 
up - we could see it all through the windows,
AB; We’re a very safe society here in material terms, but 
something - they feel
MP: What about the refuges
Al: There’s a
even in very
funding really
AB; There’s
down, so we’
Al; There’s
the i r
It’s
they
position of principle
some useful work
AB; Often things
members, but nobody 
make
MP;
Al:
DUS
mainly,
the meetings -
you shouldn‘t
people had in »: 
actually stay at home to look after their children, They 
meetings,
AB; When
mentioned
the first
some woman from Mujeres
they’d done a really
said that most women in
a union, although a lot
- that kind of thing -
issu 
was
Al;
MP;
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In June *88, during a one day visit to Rotterdam, I was able to do a 
brief interview with the General Secretary of the DVB via a translatator 
who only spoke Dutch and Spanish, The language barrier wasn't a problem, 
but given the briefness of my visit it was obviously not possible to get an 
in depth picture of what the OVB is like on the ground. In other words, 
this article can only serve as a brief introduction, which will hopefully 
inspire others to find out more,

The OVB does not accept the label 'syndicalist' because most of it's 
members vote in elections and some of them are socialists, communists, 
Christians even, as well as some 'self confessed' syndicalists and anarcho- 
syndicalist.

Nevertheless the OVB does observe the basic syndicalist principles of not 
being linked to any political party, not allowing members of the executive 
of any political party or religious organisation to sit on its executive, 
running the union with a minimum of paid officials (953 of the work is done 
by volunteers after work or on Saturdays) and trying to increase the 
control of the union by its ordinary members.

One expression of this control from the base is that if a simple majority 
of any workforce votes to go on strike then the OVB members amongst them 
will automatically get strike pay. No central body exists which can deny 
them this.

The OVB also has a decentralised structure in term of the different 
industrial groupings which make up it's membership. Each of these is 
autonomous in terms of matters which only effect itself (at least in theory 
- see the end of page two). These industrial groups hold their own reunions 
every 2 years,

In order of importance these industrial unions are:
1, Fishing - 90% of all unionised Dutch fishermen are in the OVB.
2, Construction,
3, Transport - including a significant influence amongst the dockers in 

Rotterdam,
4, Metal.
5, Factories,
6, Covernment emp1oyees.
7, Commerce - including small shops.

Exact details of the OVB membership figures were not available because of 
fears that if this information got into the public domain it could be used 
to assist the bosses in calculating the union's assets and therefore its 
ability to fight a long strike, for example.
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All dues are paid to the union local, with 27X of this money going to the 
industrial organisations. Generally speaking the local organisations, ie 
those which unite all the workers in a certain geographical area, are more 
important than the industrial ones (another tradition amongst syndicalist 
unions) with the most important centres being:

1, Den Haag,
2, Rotterdam.
3, Eindover,
4, Tilburg,
5, Groneger, (A northern city with a long history of struggle.)

The began in 1948 and was founded from the EVC - a union dedicated to
the unification of the working class - by those who objected to the 
Stalinists attempts to dissolve this union into the reformist unions, It 
also benefited from being given the funds of the NSV, an avowedly 
syndicalist union, when this eventually disolved itself, The UVB has always 
had a history of anti-militarism, eg its links with the pacifist 
organisation BIVAC,

In 1987 a 13 week strike in the port of Rotterdam was largely influenced 
by the OVB and their proposal that there should be no forced redundancies 
and right to retire at 57 finally won the day.

During the British Hiners* strike in *84/5 the OVE was the first 
international union to help the NUM and eventually gave a total 
contribution which amounted to 12 florins (about £4) for each of its 
members. As well as this they carry on supporting revolutionary unions in 
South Africa

Due to lack of time I was only able to get a second hand version of the 
disagreements which have taken place between the central executive of the 
OVB and the small number of anarcho-syndicalist members of the union,,, 
from a source sympathetic to the latter,

Both members of the IWA/AIT*s Dutch section are in the government 
workers* section of the OVB in Amsterdam, It would seem that they have an 
influence which outweighs their numbers as, according to my source and 
following on from an historical article they wrote on the history of 
anarcho-syndicalism in the OVB, they were the reason why the central 
executive ‘asked* their industrial section in the city to re-run its 
elections for officers, The latest news is that the same ‘troublemakers* 
have been returned to office, so it remains to be seen how this will all 
work out,

Of course these allegations are so far unsubstantiated, though it is a 
fact that the members of the OVB’s central committee have not been changed
in years, which can*t be a good sign, 

On the other hand, it seems as 
syndicalist in form if not in name, 
international solidarity work,

Further information is now required,,,
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